
Was the Astroworld Stampede Tragedy
Preventable?

At least eight were killed and dozens more injured at Houston Music Festival.

HOUSTON, TEXAS, UNITED STATES, November 11, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- In early November,

tragedy struck at a Houston music festival when a crowd surged towards the stage as one of the

festival organizers, rapper Travis Scott, performed on stage. Thousands of fans stormed the

stage, causing a stampede that trampled hundreds of concertgoers. More than eight people

were pronounced dead. According to the Houston Mayor, the deceased ranged in age from 17 to

24. About two dozen others were admitted to nearby emergency rooms and another 300 treated

at the festival’s on-site field hospital. The Astroworld tragedy appears to be the single largest

crowd-control disaster in recent history.

Scott has expressed his intent to cooperate with the police. Additionally, some festival attendees

recall that the artist repeatedly called out to fans to help those who had fallen or passed out

during the performance. However, he continued to perform for 37 minutes after the stampede

began, finishing his set.

The tragedy has called into question whether the events leading to the stampede were

preventable. For example, unlike many other festivals, the Astroworld festival set-up only

consisted of two stages located close together. Additionally, the schedule was such that there

were no conflicting performances when Scott took the stage. The result was that the 50,000 fans

were concentrated in one area, a danger that most festival organizers take care to avoid.

Additionally, the festival displayed a large 30-minute “countdown clock” leading up to Scott’s

performance. As the clock reached zero, some fans reported that it became almost impossible to

breathe as people pressed their way from the back toward the stage.

Many are also pointing to the fact that Scott has previously encouraged fans to ignore security

measures. For example, during the 2019 Astroworld festival, Scott called for fans to climb over

the stage barricades to join him up on the stage. 

Concert Organizers Duties to Attendees

Concert organizers owe a legal duty to those who purchase tickets and attend the event. While

the exact nature of the duty varies depending on state law and the specifics of the event, at a

minimum, organizers must take reasonable precautions to prevent injury or death. This includes
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providing a police presence and security personnel, sufficient medical personnel, adequate

barriers, and other security measures.

While organizers cannot control the actions of all concertgoers, steps must be taken to reduce

the likelihood of tragedy. This requires festival organizers to anticipate and protect against an

over-excited crowd’s tendency to create hazardous situations. For example, some argue that the

30-minute countdown clock displayed to the crowd leading up to Scott taking the stage resulted

in a dangerous build-up of anticipation, potentially adding to the crowd’s fervor. It also appears

problematic that Scott continued to perform for almost 40 minutes after the first injury report

reached emergency responders. Houston police are in the midst of an investigation into the

accident.

At The de la Garza Law Group, we know that no two cases are the same. Every client is special.

Every case is personal. We know that to help our clients obtain the justice they deserve, we must

get to know our clients and how the incident has impacted their lives. For this reason, we spend

significant time getting to know the details of each client’s case and always maintain awareness

of the client’s goals for the representation.

Contact The de la Garza Law Group today if you recently suffered serious injuries in a

preventable accident. We offer a free, no-obligation case evaluation. To learn more, call 713-784-

1010, or call toll-free at 844-784-1010.

We proudly represent clients throughout Texas, including all major metropolitan areas. We

represent many clients throughout the greater Houston area, including Harris County, Fort Bend

County, Galveston County, Brazoria County, Jefferson County, Chambers County, Waller County

and Montgomery County, including The Woodlands, Pearland, Pasadena, Baytown, Clear Lake,

Galveston, Conroe and Sugar Land.
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